This paper proves two formulas used to obtain, by an arithmetic method, both the next permutation with respect to a given one and the mth permutation, in lexicographic direct ordering.
1.
Introduction. Almost all the methods used to generate permutations are based on exchanges and/or cycles and/or recursive techniques (see [4] and [5] ).
Lehmer [3] developed a method to produce permutations of k marks 0,1,... ,k -1 in lexicographic ordering, based on the consideration that any permutation can be thought of as a base k integer.
In [1] Howell improved the above result of Lehmer, showing that all permutations of the k marks 0,1,...,k -1 may be obtained in the direct lexicographic ordering, from the permutation 0 1 ■ • • (k -2) (k -1), regarded as a base k integer, successively adding the number k -1 radix k, and rejecting all results which contain repeated digits.
In the present note this result is further improved upon, by computing the difference between two consecutive permutations in the direct lexicographic ordering. Moreover, an arithmetic method to find the mth permutation (in the direct lexicographic ordering) is provided.
To avoid ambiguities in the following, we denote the mth permutation by Pm and the same permutation, considered as a base k integer, by akPm.
Generation of the Next Permutation in the Direct Lexicographic Ordering. Let
Pa be a permutation of the k marks 0,1.k -1. Pa can be represented as a sequence ak ak_x ■ ■ ■ a2 ax of k numbers a, with 0 < a, < k -1 and a, ¥= as for every i ¥= s (1 < i < k, 1 < s < k). Lemma Then akPa + x may be obtained by adding
Proof. It is well known that, in our hypotheses, Pa+X may be obtained from Pa exchanging ah with a-and reversing the order of the k marks ah_x ■ ■ ■ aj+x ah aj-\ ' ' ' ai (see [5] )-Then, computing Aa = akPa+x -okPa, we obtain
We wish to point out that, while the procedure described in [1] provides
integers which must be rejected in order to construct all permutations of the k marks 0,1,2,...,k -1, by our method we obtain the only integers which are associated with some permutation. where ÔVB_i = 8{bv^x -bv + 1) and, ifv-w> 1,^( v-b^^^^-w + K) WMS(X)=(l ¡lP roof. We will proceed by induction on m. For m = 1 one has A1 = 0. Now suppose that the statement is true for m, some positive integer: we shall prove that it is true for m + 1. To this end, in view of Lemma 1, it suffices to prove that akPx + A" + Am = okPx + Am+1, or, equivalently, Am + l _ Am = £ _ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 
We remark that for bx = 0 in the mth permutation ak ■ ■ ■ a2ax we have a2 < ax; therefore the (m + l)st permutation may be obtained by adding to akPm the integer (a2 -ax)(l -k), radix k (Lemma 1). Then, it will suffice to verify that a, -a2 = 1 + |/|.
To this end we note that a2 and ax, by the action of A"1, are respectively: Case 2. Let bx = 1. Then we have m = E/=r+1 jb¡i\ + (br + Y)r\, where r is the least positive integer such that br < r. Then it follows that r > 2 and br_¡ = r -i for every i with 0 < i < r. As in the preceding case, we shall denote by 8* the ô's computed for Am+1. We state now some propositions which shall be used in the sequel, and which may be deduced by examining the 8¡j's and 8*/s. (2) 10 >r, then 8/; = ô,*,. That being stated, let us compute Am+1 -Am. In view of (2) and (7), since (7) implies i -Y,h=J i-i8*h = j for every i with 2 < i < r, we have If 8*+h r_x = 1, from (4) and (9) we obtain 8*+A r_y = 1, 8r+A r_7 = 1 and 8*+hr = 1. Thus the term (15) is zero. If 8r+ftr_i = 0, making use of (4), we have 8*+hr_¡ = 0 and 8r+hr_j = 0, and (15) is again zero. It now remains to examine the case 8*+Air_, = 0 and 8r+h r_x = 1. By (10), denoting by ir+h and ir+h respectively the least positive integers such that 8r+hJ t = 1 and 8*+hj +i = 0, (15) becomes, in view of (5), That being stated, if br # 0, we have ahr+x -ar+x = 1 + \Lb\ -\Lr\ + \Nr\ -\Nb\.
Making use of (8) and (10), it is easily shown that 8r+h r = 1 implies 8r+h hr = 1, whence |L6J-|Lr| = |{A|A>0,8r+AA = land8r+A)r = 0}|.
From 8r+h br = 1, in view of (5), it follows that Denoting by ir+h the least positive integer such that 8r+hi = 1, we have i -1 < i'r+A < r -/, that is, / -1 < ir+A and i -1 < r -ir+A -1. Moreover, for /ieP¡ we have Sr+A,._, = 1 and r + h -br+h -Lj=r,r+A_i 8r+A;-< r -1, whence fteff.
Thus IV/I-N = |{* G #1'' -1 < «'r+A.i -1 < r -»,+* -l}| = |Ä,-i|-|^-i|.
Since it is immediate that \Ni_l\ -\Nr_¡\ = 0, it follows that (20) ar+1_, -a,. = r -2/ + 1 + |J5T#_1| -|tf,^| + «,,,_, -8rJ_v
In an analogous way we find the same result if i > r -i + 1. Now, let i" = L. It follows that 
